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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

Summarize, the researcher can concluded that there are many politeness

strategies applied in this movie. There are four politeness strategies items, namely

bald on record, positive politeness, negative politeness, and off record strategy. In

this movie, reviews those four strategies are applied by the characters although not

overall the sub-strategies in each types of politeness are covered. Moreover, the

dominant strategy used in Jack the giant slayer movie is negative politeness

strategy. By doing this strategy, the speakers can profit to pay respect and

deference to the hearer, and thereby avoid incurring a future dispute. The speaker

also can maintain social distance and avoid the threat or the potential face loss of

advancing familiarity towards the addressee.

Besides, the characters in movie used language variation to say something

which has different meaning but could be interpreted by the interlocutors. It is

included on pragmatics part. Pragmatics is a systematic way of explaining

language use in context. It seeks to explain aspects of meaning which cannot be

found in the plain sense of words or structures. So, in this movie, the politeness

strategy included on this aspect is off record strategy. This strategy use to say

something in vague manner or indirect language with the real meaning.

In addition, the using of politeness strategies and the factors that influence

the choice of strategies has a correlation. The characters in the movie are use
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politeness strategy to make the relationship among them being good and being

closed. Although some characters in this movie have a higher social status than

others, but they tried to be friendly and show great respect to each other.

Politeness wants to build some familiar situation between the speaker and the

hearer and sometimes they show respect. They used this strategy to break the

formal conversation in order to short the distance between speaker and hearer.

Suggestion

Based on the result of the research, hopefully this research will be a

reference for the next researcher who wants to conduct the same field of research

which is politeness strategy. This research will be a good example in analyzing

the pragmatics study especially politeness strategy, in which it help the further

researcher to conducts research of politeness strategies in the other form of

literary works such as novel, poetry and drama in the purpose of enriching the

pragmatic studies. Next, the researcher hopes the next research to applying the

other language except English, so it can enrich knowledge of linguistics study in

various languages. Also, the researcher hopes the next researcher can use the other

theory of politeness in their research such as theory of politeness by Fraser, Grice

and others experts. Moreover, for the university students who want to know more

about politeness study, this skripsi will be more useful to identify the politeness

strategy use in utterances which exists in our daily life.
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